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welcome

the importance of a good nights sleep is in our
best interest!
Designed and handcrafted in Britain to the
highest standards of craftsmanship, our range
of electrically adjustable beds offer you the
perfect choice of comfort and style.
With our all-new fabric range, our selection of
beds comes with even more choices to
customize each bed to your individual style.
The contemporary designs allows all the
features of a medical grade bed whilst fitting
subtly into any bedroom as a home-style bed.
Each of our bespoke designs come with a
five-way profiling action as standard, which
enables multi positioning for supreme comfort,
ensuring they are perfect for all needs.
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how to choose your bed
Follow this simple step by step guide to get
your ideal profiling bed. Your showroom
adviser will be able to guide you through the
buying process providing the right bed for
your needs.

step one
Choose your bed base.

step two
Choose your mattress.

step three

Personalise and choose optional extras to suit
your individual needs.
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Bed Ranges
All our beds are designed and handcrafted in
the UK.
Choose the Cantona range if you need
bespoke height requirements. The Bradshaw
is perfect for extra hidden storage. A tight
stairwell or limited access calls for the
Royale which comes in a flatpack design
which makes it easy to install a profiling bed
anywhere.
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Shown in velvet silver fabric

8
Shown in velvet china blue fabric

BED RANGES

Cantona

The Cantona is the perfect bed where height is key and has been designed with both
practicality and comfort in mind. As standard, it is supplied with 7” legs, these can
easily be changed to adjust the height either up or down as required. With Damask
fabric and hardwood legs, durability and style are guaranteed. The five-way profiling
action is fitted with the world-renowned, German engineered motors and powered with
an easy to use hand control. Both the top and bottom of the bed can easily be adjusted
for comfort, movement in and out of bed and to aid circulation. Paired with the unique
adjustable tension this ensures ultimate relaxation every time. The Cantona has an 18
stone capacity and a mattress which is held securely by the strong and durable metal
mattress retainer.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

4ft. 6in.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

19in.

3in.

21in.

5in.

23in.

24in.

7in.

8in.

25in.

9in.

26in.

10in.

std

Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31

Choose
your
fabric
pg.34

Customize
your bed
with options
pg.32-37
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Shown in wool latte fabric

10
Shown in matiz silver fabric

BED RANGES

Bradshaw

The Bradshaw, with its deep padded divan base and twin-locking castors
accommodates both ease of manoeuvrability and integrated storage drawers. The
optional drawers are a perfect storage solution for those needing the extra space. A
five-way profiling action is fitted as standard and powered with an easy to use hand
control. Both the top and bottom of the bed can easily be adjusted for comfort,
movement in and out of bed and to aid circulation. Paired with the unique
adjustable tension, this allows for a comfortable rest every time. The 25 stone capacity
ensures anyone has access to this stylish design. The mattress is held securely by the
strong and durable metal mattress retainer, to prevent it from sliding whilst the
bed is profiling.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

4ft. 6in.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

23in.
without drawers

25in.
with drawers

Drawer layouts (optional)
See page 36
Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31

Choose
your
fabric
pg.34

Customize
your bed
with options
pg.32-37
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Shown in wool steel fabric

12
Shown in royale fabric

BED RANGES

Royale

Offering superior quality and comfort, the Royale is luxuriously upholstered and has an
integrated headboard, footboard and sides, allowing the mattress to fit securely in the
base. It comes with all the benefits of our electric five-way profiling action fitted with
world renowned motor, and powered with an easy to use hand control. Both the top and
bottom of the bed can easily be adjusted for comfort, movement in and out of bed and
to aid circulation. The modular flat-pack design helps in bed installations with tight
access. With a 25 stone capacity, this quality product is made for anyone looking for
ultimate style. The optional Royale Care sides allows the Royale bed to be hoist
compatible due to the smart design which incorporates hoist slots within the base.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. (std)

3ft. 5in.

4ft.

4ft. 6in.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

21in.

Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31

Choose
your
fabric
pg.34

Customize
your bed
with options
pg.32-37
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Uni-Lift shown fitted on a Cantona Bed Base
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BED RANGES

Uni-lift bed raiser
Attachment to profiling bed

Carefully designed for a home environment, the Uni-Lift Bed Raiser is a perfect attachment to
our bed range and fits unobtrusively into any residential home allowing optimum care in the
comfort of your own surroundings. The smooth and quiet action the Uni-Lift gives you and
your carer the simplicity and comfort you deserve. With a lift capacity of up to 25 stone and
available in widths from 2’6” to 4’6” the Uni-Lift is a truly versatile care bed addition made for
anyone. Uni-Lift allows for your mattress to be lowered to just 19” (500mm) from floor level and
lifted to an overall height of 35” (870mm) helping manoeuvrability and ease the tasks of
everyday life. Also available is the optional large castors to allow hoist use, making the uni-lift a
truly versatile addition to a care bed.

Height to top of 8” mattress with Cantona bed base

32in.

20in.
min with foot

max with foot

castor
Allows use with hoist

Compatible with the following bed ranges

std

Cantona

Bradshaw

Royale
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Shown in Oak finish
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BED RANGES

Charlton

This exclusive hand crafted wooden bed has been specifically created by One Rehab, for
those who would like all the benefits that an electrically adjustable bed offers you but in
a solid British made timber frame. The Charlton comes with a five-way profiling action
as standard, which enables multi-positioning for supreme comfort, ensuring they are
perfect for all needs. The Charlton is manufactured in solid pine and is available in three
beautiful finishes, the White Cotton contemporary paint finish, the Oak traditional
timber finish and the Dark Mahogany finish, for a truly elite looking bed.
Combine the the Charlton with one of our deep luxury filled mattresses to create a
combination that offers the very best in comfort both day and night. Due to the
handcrafted build, our timber beds take up to 6 weeks to finish.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

4ft. 6in.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

22.5in.

Finishes available

Mahogany
Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31

Oak

White Cotton

Customize
your bed
with options
pg.32-37
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Shown in white cotton finish
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BED RANGES

Amberley

The Amberly hand crafted wooden bed has been specifically created by One Rehab, for
those who would like all the benefits that an electrically adjustable bed offers you but in
a solid British made timber frame. It comes with a five way profiling action as standard,
which enables multi-positioning for supreme comfort, ensuring they are perfect for all
needs. Amberley is manufactured in solid pine and is available in three beautiful
finishes, the White Cotton contemporary paint finish, the Oak traditional timber finish
and the Dark Mahogany finish, for a truly elite looking bed. Combine the Amberley with
one of our deep luxury filled mattresses to create a combination that offers the very best
in comfort both day and night. Due to the handcrafted build, our timber beds take up to
6 weeks to perfect.

OPTIONS
Bed width
Single user bed widths

2ft. 6in.

3ft. 5in.

3ft. (std)

4ft.

4ft. 6in.

Double user bed widths

4ft. 6in.

5ft. (std)

6ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

22.5in.

Finishes available

Mahogany
Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31

Oak

White Cotton

Customize
your bed
with options
pg.32-37
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Available only in beech

20

BED RANGES

Ocean Care
1200

The Ocean Care Bed 1200 is a fully profiling care bed with head, leg and high-low function.
Manufactured with a heavy duty steel frame with beech finish on the head and foot boards.
Beech finished safety sides come as standard, as does the heavy duty motors allowing for a
user weight of up to 28 stone. The extra wide 1200mm mattress platform gives the user plenty
of space and comfort.

OPTIONS
Bed width

4ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

34in.

18in.
min with foot

max with foot

Foot Options

caster

foot

Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31
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Shown in wool steel fabric
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BED RANGES

NEW

Ocean Care
Homestyle

The Ocean Care Homestyle bed is covered with a quality British made fabric, this bed brings
all the functions of a medical bed and fits unobtrusively into a home environment. It is a fully
profiling care bed with the high-low function. Manufactured with a heavy duty steel frame
and quality British made fabric on the head, foot and sides, it is both practical and stylish. The
heavy duty motors allowing for a user weight of up to 28 stone. We can supply this bed in any
of our range of fabrics as shown on page 34.

OPTIONS
Bed width

3ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

34in.

18in.
min with foot

max with foot

Foot Options

caster

Choose
your
mattress
pg.28-31

foot

Choose
your
fabric
pg.34
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Available only in beech finish
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BED RANGES

Revolve Bed
The Revolve Rotating Chair Bed has been specially designed to help restore mobility and
independence to people who are struggling so they can transfer to and from bed without
assistance. Simple to use and with a touch of a button, the Revolve bed seamlessly and safely
rotates the user unassisted from a lying to a seated position. Easy and safe to operate, the
Revolve bed will automatically adjust to the correct height before rotating and comes as
standard with handrails and lift-and-lock safety sides. The 5-section profiling action includes
high-low adjustment and enables multiple positioning for supreme comfort. The bespoke
pressure relieving mattress comes with a vapour permeable, waterproof stretch fabric cover.
The mattress has been designed to be attached to the profiling action, therefore preventing
mattress slippage. The headboard, footboard and the safety side-rails are manufactured in an
attractive beech wood finish whilst the additional handrails offer increased user
safety and support.
Bed width

3ft.

Bed height

Height to top of mattress with 8” mattress

24in.
min

40in.
max
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Mattresses
All our mattresses are carefully hand-crafted
to the highest of standards in the UK.
Using only the finest of materials they’ve
designed and manufactured to be fully
compatible with the extreme demands of a
profiling bed. We offer 6 mattress types, each
with a different firmness indicator to cater to
all needs.

Key to Mattress Icons

Firmness Indicator
Soft, Medium or
Firm feel

26

Thickness

Maximum Weight

The maximum
The thickness of the
mattress in inches weight this mattress
will take

Mattress Features

Breathable

Unique features of
the mattress

Breathable air vents
allow air to flow
through the mattress,
limiting overheating
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mattresses

Washable Cover
Memory Foam Layer

Med/Soft

Firm Foam Base

Thickness - 7.5in.

Washable Cover

Suitable for 18st. weight

Balmoral Luxury Memory Extra
Combining a generous 90mm deep layer of memory foam with the
removable Aloe Vera Coolmat™ interlayer cover, the Balmoral Memory

Memory Surface

Extra Mattress provides a soft and comfortable sleep with high pressure
relieving qualities. With a user weight of 18 stone and a mattress depth of
200mm, this mattress is accessible to many and is a great option for those

Breathable

looking for a soft and pressure relieving option.

Soft

Cotton Blend Cover
Memory Foam Layer
Hand Tufted Fillings

Pocketed Springs

Thickness - 9in.

Hand Tufted Fillings
Cotton Blend Cover

Suitable for 18st. weight

Kensington Luxury Pocket Memory
With specially created coil-springs, each with their own calico pockets and
contained by a high-tensile webbing to ensure complete compatibility

Memory Surface

with the profiling action, the Kensington Pocket Sprung/Memory Foam
Mattress is consistently our best selling mattress. Carefully manufactured
with a generous 50mm layer of memory foam and for those requiring a

Breathable

soft-medium pressure relieving qualities, this is one of the most
comfortable mattresses available.

+

Upgrade
Med Feel
26 stone option
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mattresses

Firm

Cotton Blend Cover
Memory Foam Layer

Firm Foam Base

Thickness - 7in.

Cotton Blend Cover

Suitable for 18st. weight

Windsor Standard Memory Foam
The Windsor Memory Foam Mattress combines the high quality Venteel™
memory foam layered carefully over a supportive firm foam base

Memory Surface

providing an ideal choice for those requiring a firm mattress with
pressure relieving qualities. With 25mm of memory foam and a user
weight of 18 stone, this mattress is super comfortable providing the

Breathable

perfect nights sleep.

Cotton Blend Cover
Hand Tufted Fillings
Soft Fibre Layer

Medium

Pocketed Springs
Soft Fibre Layer
Hand Tufted Fillings

Thickness - 8in.

Cotton Blend Cover

Suitable for 18st. weight

Sandringham Luxury Pocket Sprung
Designed specifically for our profiling beds, the Sandringham is a luxury
pocket sprung upholstered mattress with deep layers of fillings and

Pocket Sprung

independently moving British steel springs which are individually
pocketed in quality calico. This accommodates for the profiling action and
weight distribution. It has a maximum user weight of 25st ensuring this

Breathable

mattress can be used by anyone. This mattress is a double-sided turnable
mattress which enables you to sleep on both sides.

+

Upgrade
Med/Firm Feel
25 stone option
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mattresses

Med/Soft

Washable Cover
Resilient memory foam top

Reinforced Sides

Washable Cover

Thickness - 5in.

Suitable for 25st. weight

Vitality Community Memory Mattress
This pressure reducing mattress is suitable for high-risk users and is
compatible with most profiling beds. Reinforced sides and a soft memory

Memory Surface

foam layer give optimum pressure reduction and aid transfer and
re-positioning. The removable vapour permeable and easy-clean
waterproof cover comes in grey or blue. With the 28 stone user weight,

Breathable

this mattress is great for anyone looking for a comfortable option.

Washable Cover
Castellated Foam Top

Med/Soft

Reinforced Sides

Washable Cover

Thickness - 6in.

Suitable for 25st. weight

Vitality Elite Modular Mattress
The Vitality Elite Modular mattress features a soft modular top and
reinforced sides ensuring independent pressure response and also aids

Castellated Foam

with transfer and re-positioning. With a user weight of 39 stone and a
removable vapour permeable, waterproof cover, these outstanding
features are available to anyone looking for a good nights sleep.

30

Breathable

mattresses

Further mattress options
Massage Mattress
The multi-massage™ system gently vibrates over the whole
surface of the mattress, creating a soothing relaxing effect.
Benefits include tension relief, boosted circulation and muscle
relaxation. The five-point system is adjusted by the handset
providing any combination of wave patterns and active zones.
Massage is available on the Windsor, Balmoral and Kensington
memory foam mattresses, in all sizes.

Zoning Mattress
Pocket-sprung mattresses can be zoned. Edge zoning is the
most popular type; the outside edge of mattress is firmed
making it easier for user to transfer from and to bed whilst
leaving the centre of mattress softer for sleeping.

Waterproof Mattress Cover
We offer two choices of waterproof covers. Both
manufactured in breathable, anti-bacterial material.
Zipped – On
- Fast and easy to fit and remove from mattress
- Available for all mattress sizes
Sewn – On
- Sewn on cover non – removable
- Available for all mattress sizes

Waterproof Bed Protector
Our high quality washable bed pads (with tuck in flaps. 70cm x
90cm) offer high levels of absorbency (2.5 ltrs).
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Personalise and
Optional Extras

Decide on fabrics and headboards and add
additional features designed to allow for
more specific requirements

32
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personalise + optional extras

Fabric Choices
Choose the fabric for your bed

All our profiling beds can come in any of the following fabrics. Please note the
colour seen may not be the exact colour of the fabric, due to printing
configurations. We recommend visiting your One Rehab stockist to view the showroom swatch.

FABRIC GROUP ONE

CANTONA AND
BRADSHAW FABRIC

ROYALE

BAROQUE

LENNON

FABRIC GROUP TWO
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WOOL LATTE

WOOL STEEL

VELVET
CHARCOAL

VELVET
CHINA BLUE

CRYSTAL
CHARCOAL

CRYSTAL TAN

CRYSTAL SILVER

CRYSTAL CREAM

LEATHERETTE
DARK BROWN

VELVET BLUSH

MATIZ SILVER

VELVET SILVER

personalise + optional extras

Headboards
Choose the headboard for your bed

Our outstanding selection of contemporary headboards create a
perfect finishing touch to your One Rehab profiling bed.
Available in all sizes from 2ft. 6in. to 6ft.

ARC

ROYALE

Standard for bradshaw and cantona

Standard for royale

CROMPTON BUTTON

DECO

HORIZON

BENTLEY
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personalise + optional extras

Drawer Layouts
Bradshaw Bed ONLY

This is our selection of drawer layouts which are available with the Bradshaw bed.
Single Beds
2’6” / 3’0” / 3’5”

head

head

A

B

Base height

Base height

1

2

17in.

head

1

E

2

1

17in.

Base height
15in.

Wider Beds

4’0” / 4’6” / 5’0” / 6’0”

1

2

head

head

A

B

Base height
17in.

Base height
17in.

1

2

E
1

Base height
15in.
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head

head

1

F
Base height
17in.

1

2

2

head

G
Base height
17in.

head

3

H

4

1

2

5ft + 6ft only
detachable
style only

personalise + optional extras

Components

Bed Grab Rail
Designed to keep you safe, this Bed Grab Rail can help you to and from
your bed and is fast and easy to install without the need for any tools.
Created to be compatible with all our bed range.
Size: 600mm width x 360mm height.

Bed Legs
Cantona ONLY
Height Adjustment with our Cantona bed is quick and easy with wide
range of leg lengths that are available from 3’’ to 10’’.
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Bed Specifications
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Bradshaw

Cantona

Royale

Uni-Lift Bed Raiser

User Weight

25st.

18st.

25st.

18st. /25st.

Mattress Width
(Single Mechanism)

4’6”/5’0”/6’0”

4’6”/5’0”/6’0”

4’6”/5’0”/6’0”

2’6”/3’0”/3’5”/4’0”/4’6”

Mattress Width
(Dual Mechanism)

2’6”/3’0”/3’5 6”

2’6”/3’0”/3’5”/4’0”/4’6”

2’6”/3’0”/3’5”/4’0”/4’6”

Mattress Length

6'6"

6'6"

6’5”

N/A

Floor to Top of
Mattress Height

23”

23"

21”

20”- 32” (Cantona)
22”-34” (Bradshaw)

Floor to Mattress
Platform Height

15”

15”

13"

12”- 24” (Cantona)
14”- 26” (Bradshaw)

Overall Bed Length
w/o Headboard

6’8”

6’8”

N/A

Overall Bed Length
with Headboard

6’9”

6’9”

6’10”

Overall Bed Width

Mattress + 2”

Mattress + 2”

Mattress + 4”

Head and Leg
Profiling







High Low
Mechanism

Not Standard

Not Standard

Not Standard



Base Type

Divan with 2”
Castor

Leg (7” Standard)

Flat Pack with 2”
Castor

Foot or Castor

Drawers



Hoist/Over Bed Table
Compatible

Option



Option

Option

Uni Lift Compatible







Headboard Options







Bespoke Sizes
Available







Charlton

Amberley

Ocean
Homestyle

Ocean Care Bed
1200

Revolve
Rotating
Chair Bed

18st.

18st.

25st.

28st.

28st.

3’0”/4’0”/4’6”

3’0”/4’0”/4’6”

3’0”

4’0”

3’0”

5’0”/6’0”

5’0”/6’0”

6’6”

6’6”

6’6”

6’6.5”

6’3”

22.5”

22.5”

18-34” (foot)
24-40” (castor)

20”- 35” (foot)
25”- 41” (castor)

24”- 40”

14.5”

14.5”

11-27” (foot)
16-32” (castor)

12”- 27” (foot)
17”-33” (castor)

16”- 32”

N/A

N/A

N/A

6’10”

6’10”

7’0”

7’0”

84”

Mattress + 2.5”

Mattress + 2.5”

3’6”

4’6”

40”











Not Standard

Not Standard







Timber with leg

Timber with leg

Foot and Caster

Foot or Castor

Beech with
Safety Rails
N/A





N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A
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www.onerehab.co.uk

Stockist
One
Rehab Approved Stockist:

One Rehab reserve the right to alter, at any time, without prior notice, the
design, specification, packaging or price without incurring any obligation.

